
Begin with the white side up. Fold and unfold the diagonals on the right side.
In the next step, we will zoom in on the right side of our paper

Fold a vertical crease to create the le� 
side of a square

Fold square in half vertically
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Dog Card
This model uses a piece of paper which is approximately 
4:1. The exact dimensions aren’t very important.
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Fold and unfold vertical crease at the 
side of the rectangle

Fold and unfold the paper in half horizontally. 
�e crease only needs to extend across the 
square at the end of the sheet

Fold and unfold diagonal creases. �en �ip 
paper over

Rabbit ear fold along the existing creases

Squash fold to the right Squash fold again
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Open double sink

Fold top right corner to bo�om 
le� corner and unfold

Fold corner to the intersection 
and unfold

�e completed sink should look like this. 
Flip model over

Fold and unfold edge to edge, bisecting 
triangle corners. When making these 
creases, you only need to fold the top layer 
of paper

Rabbit ear fold the top layer of paper, 
allowing back �aps to swing out
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Unfold �ap Fold corners in to center

Fold top �ap down along 
existing crease

Fold everything to the right 
along existing crease

Fold �ap over, aligning corner 
with the model’s le� edge

Flip model over
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Fold �ap over to the le� Fold ears down and snout 
up to form dog’s face

Fold nose down Completed head

Fold le� corner down 
to bo�om edge
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Mountain fold paper to the right. �e fold 
should be just to the le� of the dog’s ear

Unfold vertical crease, moving 
triangle to the le�

Fold right edge to the edge of the other �ap. 
You should only fold the top layer of paper, 
alowing the triangle behind to swing free

Fold and unfold a vertical crease lined 
up with the le� edge of the card

Fold and unfold Unfold entire �ap to the right

Fold and unfold crease to the triangle’s edge

Mountain fold triangle behind model
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Fold triangle le� along existing crease

Fold and unfold edge to edge, 
bisecting corner angle

Fold corner to corner Fold edge to edge, bisecting 
corner angle

Unfold Crimp along existing creases

Swivel fold

Fold tip right along second crease
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Fold corner and unfold. �ere is no 
guideline for this step

Pull front �ap out from behind pocket 

Mountain fold �ap behind model Fold edge to line up with the other 
�ap’s edge

Pull head free of �ap Completed model

Reverse the horizontal crease to tuck the 
colored side of the paper inside pocket

Squash fold

By modifying the head, 
you can also make a cat!
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